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SAME

(57) A radio frequency power supply structure and
a plasma CVD device comprising the same are provided
in which reflection of radio frequency power at a con-
necting portion where an RF cable connects to an elec-
trode is reduced so that incidence of the radio frequency
power into the electrode increases. In the radio frequen-
cy power supply structure for use in a device generating
plasma by charging a plate-like electrode with a radio
frequency power, the radio frequency power supply
structure supplying the electrode with the radio frequen-
cy power from an RF cable, the RF cable is positioned
on an extended plane of a plane formed by the electrode
to connect to the electrode at a connecting portion pro-
vided on an end peripheral portion of the electrode. The
RF cable connects to the electrode substantially in the
same plane as the plane formed by the electrode. Volt-
age acting after the connecting portion becomes sym-
metric relative to the plane formed by the electrode and
the electric line of force also becomes symmetric.
Thereby, change of impedance at the connecting por-
tion is reduced, reflection of the radio frequency power
at the connecting portion is reduced, incidence of the
radio frequency power into the electrode increases and
the efficiency of film forming and surface treatment is

enhanced.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a radio fre-
quency power supply structure and a plasma CVD
(chemical vapor deposition) device comprising the
same for use in a device or system generating plasma
by charging a plate-like electrode with a radio frequency
power. This radio frequency power supply structure is
able to efficiently supply the electrode with the radio fre-
quency power from an RF cable (radio frequency power
cable).

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] As a general example of a prior art device gen-
erating plasma by charging a plate-like electrode with a
radio frequency power, a construction of a plasma CVD
device generating plasma to form a silicon film or the
like on a target substrate will be described with refer-
ence to Fig. 4. Also, a radio frequency power supply
structure supplying this electrode with the radio frequen-
cy power from an RF cable will be described with refer-
ence to Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 4 is a schematic construc-
tional view showing one example of a prior art plasma
CVD device. Fig. 5 comprises Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b),
wherein Fig. 5(a) is a perspective view of a ladder elec-
trode and an RF cable both shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5
(b) is a side view as seen in the direction of arrow C of
Fig. 5(a). Fig. 6 is an enlarged cross sectional view of
portion D of Fig. 5(b).
[0003] In the plasma CVD device, designated by ref-
erence numeral 100 in Fig. 4, plasma is generated by
the electrode being charged with the radio frequency
power, so that a film of amorphous silicon, microcrystal-
line silicon, polycrystalline silicon, silicon nitride, etc. to
be used for a solar cell, thin-film transistor, etc. is formed
on a substrate 5. Recently, there is a large demand for
the substrate 5 of a large size and, in order to uniformly
apply a silicon film onto the large size substrate, the
electrode for the radio frequency power is also con-
structed in a plate shape and in a large size. As an ex-
ample thereof, there is provided a ladder electrode 3, as
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. That is, two lateral electrodes
3a forming two mutually opposed end peripheral por-
tions of the electrode of the plate shape are connected
to each other via a plurality of longitudinal electrodes 3b
so that the ladder electrode 3 formed in a longitudinal
grid plate shape is provided.
[0004] Herein, while the description of both of the prior
art and embodiments of the present invention will be
made based on the example using the ladder electrode
3 as a plate-like electrode for the radio frequency power,
the present invention is not limited to the case using the
ladder electrode 3 but is also applicable to the radio fre-
quency power supply structure using a general radio fre-
quency electrode formed in a plate shape.

[0005] In the prior art plasma CVD device 100 exem-
plified in Fig. 4, the ladder electrode 3 is provided in a
vacuum vessel 1. On one side of the ladder electrode 3
in the vacuum vessel 1, an earth electrode 4 is provided
and the substrate 5, mentioned above, to which the sil-
icon film is to be applied is arranged on the earth elec-
trode 4. On the other side of the ladder electrode 3, not
on the substrate 5 side, a film forming chamber 2 is
formed so as to surround the ladder electrode 3. The
film forming chamber 2 has its substrate 5 side opened
and also has its inner wall surface facing to the ladder
electrode 3 fitted with a gas supply portion 6 connected
to a gas supply source (not shown). The vacuum vessel
1 comprises an exhaust pipe 16 through which gas is
discharged outside. The exhaust pipe 16 is connected
to an exhaust device, that is, a vacuum device (not
shown).
[0006] The lateral electrode 3a comprises a connect-
ing portion 11 to which an RF cable 9 is connected, so
that the ladder electrode 3 is supplied with a radio fre-
quency power i from an RF power source (radio frequen-
cy power source) 7 via a matching device 8. It is to be
noted that the connecting portion 11 is usually provided
in the number of plurality in order to evenly supply the
ladder electrode 3 of the plate shape with the radio fre-
quency power.
[0007] By the radio frequency power supplied to the
ladder electrode 3, silane gas (SiH4) supplied from the
gas supply portion 6 is changed to plasma in a space
10 between the ladder electrode 3 and the substrate 5
in the vacuum vessel 1 and a film of silicon (Si) is formed
on the substrate 5.
[0008] Also, if nitrogen trifluoride (NF3) is injected for
removing the silicon film deposited on the ladder elec-
trode 3, etc. in the vacuum vessel 1, the radio frequency
power supplied to the ladder electrode 3 can be used
for changing the nitrogen trifluoride to plasma that can
be decomposed as well as for etching the interior of the
vacuum vessel 1 by F (fluorine) radical generated by the
decomposition. Also, the radio frequency power can
otherwise be used for various surface treatments using
plasma.
[0009] In order to make possible a high-speed film
forming or a surface treatment of a high-speed etching
or the like, it is necessary to generate a high density
plasma and, for this purpose, the electrode is needed to
be supplied with the radio frequency power with a high
efficiency. However, in the prior art radio frequency pow-
er supply structure using the ladder electrode 3, there
is a problem as follows.
[0010] That is, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), the RF
cable 9 is connected to the ladder electrode 3 with a
right angle θ relative to a plane formed by the ladder
electrode 3 at the connecting portion 11 of the lateral
electrode 3a.
[0011] Hence, the power i from the RF cable 9
streams into the lateral electrode 3a turning orthogonal-
ly at the connecting portion 11. Also, in the case where
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the longitudinal electrode 3b directly connects to the
connecting portion 11, the power i from the RF cable 9
streams into the longitudinal electrode 3b turning or-
thogonally at the connecting portion 11.
[0012] Such radio frequency power supply structure
of the connecting portion 11 in the prior art through which
the power i streams into the ladder electrode 3 will be
described with reference to Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, numeral 9a
designates an RF cable core wire, numeral 9b an RF
cable outer shell that functions as earth and numeral 9c
an insulator portion.
[0013] While the power i passes through the interior
of the RF cable 9, a voltage acts between the RF cable
outer shell 9b and the RF cable core wire 9a so that the
power i is stably transmitted therein. But, as the RF ca-
ble outer shell 9b is cut off at the connecting portion 11
of the ladder electrode 3 so that the earth is also cut off
there, the voltage after the connecting portion 11 acts
relative to an arbitrary earth and an electric line of force
e becomes unstable there.
[0014] Also, as the RF cable 9 connects to the con-
necting portion 11 orthogonally to the plane formed by
the ladder electrode 3, the voltage acting after the con-
necting portion 11 becomes asymmetric and thereby a
distribution of the electric line of force e also becomes
asymmetric. Hence, an impedance at the connecting
portion 11 becomes largely changeable.
[0015] For this reason, a reflection of the radio fre-
quency power arises at the connecting portion 11 and
there is caused a problem that an incidence of the radio
frequency power i into the ladder electrode 3 is reduced,
thereby worsening the efficiency of the film forming and
the surface treatment.
[0016] Moreover, as the reflection of the power i at the
connecting portion 11 is large, if there is an error in set-
ting the connection at the connecting portion 11, there
are caused differences in the reflecting power and there-
by the incident power is also largely influenced. Hence,
in case where the electrode structure has a plurality of
the connecting portions 11, there are caused imbalanc-
es of the incident power i between each of the plurality
of the connecting portions 11. These imbalances cause
a non-uniformity of the power in the plane formed by the
ladder electrode 3 to worsen the uniformity of plasma
thereby generated. Thus, in the prior art, there is a prob-
lem to often deteriorate the quality of products on which
the film is formed or the surface treatment is carried out.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0017] In order to solve the problems in the prior art
radio frequency power supply structure and plasma
CVD device comprising the same for use in a device
generating plasma by charging a plate-like electrode
with a radio frequency power, it is an object of the
present invention to provide a radio frequency power
supply structure and a plasma CVD device comprising
the same in which a reflection of the radio frequency

power is reduced at a connecting portion of the elec-
trode to which an RF cable is connected and an inci-
dence of the radio frequency power into the electrode
increases.
[0018] In order to achieve the above-mentioned ob-
ject, the present invention provides the following means:

(1) As a first means, a radio frequency power supply
structure for use in a device generating plasma by
charging a plate-like electrode with a radio frequen-
cy power, the radio frequency power supply struc-
ture supplying the electrode with the radio frequen-
cy power from an RF cable, is characterized in that
the RF cable is positioned on an extended plane of
a plane formed by the electrode to connect to the
electrode at a connecting portion provided on an
end peripheral portion of the electrode.

According to the present first means, the RF ca-
ble connects to the electrode substantially in the
same plane as the plane formed by the electrode
so that the voltage acting after the connecting por-
tion becomes symmetric relative to the plane
formed by the electrode. Thereby, the distribution
of the electric line of force also becomes symmetric.
Thus, the change of the impedance at the connect-
ing portion is reduced, the reflection of the radio fre-
quency power at the connecting portion is reduced
and the incidence of the radio frequency power into
the electrode increases. Also, the reflection of the
power at the connecting portion is small and the dif-
ferences in the reflecting power due to an error in
setting the connection become less. Thereby, even
in the case where the electrode is constructed hav-
ing plural connecting portions, the imbalances of
the incident power between each of the plural con-
necting portions hardly occur so that a non-uniform-
ity of the power in the plane formed by the electrode
becomes less and a uniformity of the plasma in-
creases.
(2) As a second means, the radio frequency power
supply structure as mentioned in the first means is
characterized in that the end peripheral portion of
the electrode where the connecting portion is pro-
vided forms a right angle to the RF cable on the
plane formed by the electrode at the connecting
portion.

According to the present second means, in ad-
dition to the function of the first means, the end pe-
ripheral portion of the electrode at the connecting
portion forms the right angle to the RF cable. There-
by, the symmetric nature is increased also relative
to the plane orthogonal to the plane formed by the
electrode at the connecting portion and including
the RF cable. Hence, the change of the impedance
at the connecting portion is further reduced, the re-
flection of the radio frequency power at the connect-
ing portion is further reduced and the incidence of
the radio frequency power into the electrode further
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increases.
(3) As a third means, the radio frequency power
supply structure as mentioned in the first or second
means is characterized in that the electrode forms
a longitudinal grid plate shape having two lateral
electrodes forming two mutually opposed end pe-
ripheral portions of the electrode and a plurality of
longitudinal electrodes arranged between the two
lateral electrodes so as to connect to the two lateral
electrodes.

According to the present third means, the func-
tion of the first or second means can be realized by
a ladder electrode that is used as an electrode
formed in a plate shape and in a large size.
(4) As a fourth means, the radio frequency power
supply structure as mentioned in the third means is
characterized in that the RF cable is directed in par-
allel with the plurality of longitudinal electrodes to
connect to the electrode at the connecting portion.

According to the present fourth means, in addi-
tion to the function of the third means, the RF cable
is connected to the electrode being directed in par-
allel with the plural longitudinal electrodes. Thereby,
the symmetric nature is increased also relative to
the plane orthogonal to the plane formed by the lad-
der electrode at the connecting portion and includ-
ing the RF cable. Hence, the change of the imped-
ance at the connecting portion is further reduced,
the reflection of the radio frequency power at the
connecting portion is further reduced and the inci-
dence of the radio frequency power into the ladder
electrode further increases.
(5) As a fifth means, the radio frequency power sup-
ply structure as mentioned in the fourth means is
characterized in that the RF cable directly connects
to one of the plurality of longitudinal electrodes at
the connecting portion.

According to the present fifth means, in addition
to the function of the fourth means, the connecting
portion coincides with the position of one of the lon-
gitudinal electrodes so that the RF cable directly
connects to this longitudinal electrode. Thereby,
turning of the stream of the radio frequency power
is avoided. Further, the symmetric nature is in-
creased also relative to the plane orthogonal to the
plane formed by the ladder electrode at the con-
necting portion and including the RF cable. Hence,
the change of the impedance at the connecting por-
tion is further reduced, the reflection of the radio fre-
quency power at the connecting portion is further
reduced and the incidence of the radio frequency
power into the ladder electrode further increases.
(6) As a sixth means, the radio frequency power
supply structure as mentioned in any one of the first
to the fifth means is characterized in that a core ca-
ble of the RF cable connects to the electrode so as
to form a smoothly curved continuous surface at the
connecting portion.

According to the present sixth means, in addi-
tion to the function of any one of the first to the fifth
means, a sudden change of the impedance due to
a discontinuous change of the power stream pas-
sage can be avoided. Thereby, the reflection of the
radio frequency power is further reduced and the
incidence of the radio frequency power into the
electrode further increases.
(7) As a seventh means, the radio frequency power
supply structure as mentioned in any one of the first
to the fifth means is characterized in that an outer
shell, functioning as earth, of the RF cable has its
front end elongated to the position of the electrode
at the connecting portion to form an elongated por-
tion that covers the connecting portion.

According to the present seventh means, in ad-
dition to the function of any one of the first to the
fifth means, a sudden change of the impedance due
to a sudden cut of the earth formed by the outer shell
of the RF cable can be avoided. Thereby, the reflec-
tion of the radio frequency power is further reduced
and the incidence of the radio frequency power into
the electrode further increases.
(8) As an eighth means, a plasma CVD device com-
prising the radio frequency power supply structure
as mentioned in any one of the first to the seventh
means is provided.

According to the present eighth means, the
plasma CVD device can exhibit the function of any
one of the first to the seventh means. Thus, the ratio
of the power inputted into the space between the
electrode and the substrate to the radio frequency
power transmitted from an RF power source can be
increased. Also, a stable radio frequency power can
be supplied into the space between the electrode
and the substrate and a generation of a uniform
plasma distribution in a wide area becomes possi-
ble.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019]

Fig. 1 comprises Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), wherein Fig.
1(a) is a front view of a ladder electrode and an RF
cable of a radio frequency power supply structure
of one embodiment according to the present inven-
tion and Fig. 1(b) is a side view seen in the direction
of arrow A of Fig. 1(a).
Fig. 2 is an enlarged cross sectional view of a con-
necting portion shown as portion B of Fig. 1(b).
Fig. 3 comprises Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) both being the
same enlarged cross sectional views as Fig. 2
showing variations of the connecting portion.
Fig. 4 is a view schematically showing a construc-
tion of one example of a prior art plasma CVD de-
vice.
Fig. 5 comprises Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), wherein Fig.
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5(a) is a perspective view of a ladder electrode and
an RF cable both shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5(b) is a
side view as seen in the direction of arrow C of Fig.
5(a).
Fig. 6 is an enlarged cross sectional view of portion
D of Fig. 5(b).

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0020] A radio frequency power supply structure and
a plasma CVD device comprising the same of one em-
bodiment according to the present invention will be de-
scribed with reference to Figs. 1 to 3.
[0021] Fig. 1 comprises Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), wherein
Fig. 1(a) is a front view of a ladder electrode and an RF
cable of the radio frequency power supply structure of
the present embodiment and Fig. 1(b) is a side view
seen in the direction of arrow A of Fig. 1(a). Fig. 2 is an
enlarged cross sectional view of a connecting portion
shown as portion B of Fig. 1(b). Fig. 3 comprises Figs.
3(a) and 3(b) both being the same enlarged cross sec-
tional views as Fig. 2 showing variations of the connect-
ing portion. It is to be noted that an entire construction
of the plasma CVD device comprising the radio frequen-
cy power supply structure of the present embodiment is
the same as that shown in Fig. 4 and an illustration
thereof is omitted.
[0022] As seen in Figs. 1 (a) and 1(b), except the
structure of the connecting portion 21, the ladder elec-
trode 3 and the RF cable 9 of the present embodiment
are of the same construction as the prior art ones shown
in Fig. 5. Hence, by the same components being desig-
nated with the same reference numerals, description
thereof is omitted and different points will be mainly de-
scribed below.
[0023] In the radio frequency power supply structure
of the present embodiment shown in Fig. 1, the RF cable
9 is positioned on an extended plane, as defined below,
of a plane formed by the ladder electrode 3 and is ar-
ranged to be directed in parallel with the longitudinal
electrode 3b so that the RF cable 9 connects to the lad-
der electrode 3 at the connecting portion 21 of the lateral
electrode 3a. Also, the connecting portion 21 is posi-
tioned to coincide with the position of a connecting por-
tion between the longitudinal electrode 3b and the lat-
eral electrode 3a and thus the RF cable 9 directly con-
nects to the longitudinal electrode 3b. The lateral elec-
trode 3a forming an end peripheral portion of the ladder
electrode 3 and comprising the connecting portion 21 is
orthogonal to the RF cable 9.
[0024] The above-mentioned term "an extended
plane" means a plane extended substantially continu-
ously, even if there is a slight inclination, from the plane
formed by the ladder electrode 3 and covers an area
where a distribution of the electric line of force e at the
connecting portion 21 becomes substantially symmetric
between one (or a front) surface side and the other (or
back) surface side of the extended plane.

[0025] Thus, the power i from the RF cable 9 streams
into the longitudinal electrode 3b without turning at the
connecting portion 21 and, at the same time, streams
into the lateral electrode 3a. At the connecting portion
21, as shown in the side view of Fig. 1(b), all the incident
power i entering the ladder electrode 3 streams substan-
tially in the same plane as that of the stream of the power
i in the RF cable 9.
[0026] That is, as shown in Fig. 2 also, at the connect-
ing portion 21 of the present embodiment, as the RF ca-
ble 9 connects to the ladder electrode 3 substantially in
the same plane as that formed by the ladder electrode
3 and in the direction parallel with the longitudinal elec-
trode 3b, the voltage acting after the connecting portion
21 becomes symmetric relative to the plane formed by
the ladder electrode 3 so that the distribution of the elec-
tric line of force e also becomes symmetric and the
change of the impedance at the connecting portion is
largely reduced.
[0027] Also, in case the RF cable 9 orthogonally con-
nects to the lateral electrode 3a at the connecting por-
tion 21, the symmetric nature is generated also relative
to the plane orthogonal to the plane formed by the ladder
electrode 3 at the connecting portion 21 and including
the RF cable and thus the change of the impedance at
the connecting portion 21 is further reduced.
[0028] For this reason, the reflection of the radio fre-
quency power is reduced at the connecting portion 21
to thereby increase the incidence of the radio frequency
power i into the ladder electrode 3. Hence, the efficiency
of the film forming and the surface treatment can be en-
hanced.
[0029] Moreover, as the reflection of the radio fre-
quency power i is small at the connecting portion 21, the
reflecting power caused by an error in setting the con-
nection at the connecting portion 21 becomes less and
the influence given by the differences in the reflecting
power also becomes less. Hence, even in the electrode
structure having a plurality of the connecting portions
21, imbalances in the incident power i are hardly caused
between each of the plurality of the connecting portions
21. As the result thereof, a non-uniformity of the power
in the plane formed by the ladder electrode 3 is reduced
to thereby increase a uniformity of the plasma and the
quality of the film forming and the surface treatment can
be enhanced.
[0030] It is to be noted that if a radio frequency elec-
trode is constructed in a plate shape but not in the shape
of the ladder electrode 3, a parallel plate type electrode,
for example, can be used and the same effect can be
obtained. In case of the parallel plate type electrode, as
the plane of the electrode is uniformly formed, it is not
essential that the RF cable 9 is arranged to be directed
in parallel with the longitudinal electrode 3b, as men-
tioned above. Nevertheless, at the connecting portion
21, the RF cable 9 is to be positioned on the extended
plane of the plane formed by the parallel plate type elec-
trode to connect to the parallel plate type electrode. In
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this case, preferably, the RF cable 9 orthogonally con-
nects to an end periphery of parallel plate type electrode
to which the RF cable 9 is connected.
[0031] In the case of the ladder electrode 3, it is pref-
erable that the connecting portion 21 coincides with the
position of the longitudinal electrode 3b so that the RF
cable 9 directly connects to the longitudinal electrode
3b. Or, if the connecting portion 21 does not coincide
therewith, the connecting portion 21 can be positioned
near the longitudinal electrode 3b and thereby the volt-
age acting after the connecting portion 21 becomes
symmetric at least relative to the plane formed by the
ladder electrode 3 so that the distribution of the electric
line of force e also becomes symmetric. Hence, the
change of the impedance at the connecting portion 21
is reduced and thereby the problems in the prior art can
be solved.
[0032] Thus, according to the radio frequency power
supply structure and the plasma CVD device comprising
the same of the present embodiment, the ratio of the
radio frequency power inputted into the space 10 be-
tween the ladder electrode 3 and the substrate 5 to the
radio frequency power transmitted from the RF power
source 7 can be increased. Also, a stable radio frequen-
cy power can be supplied into the space 10 between the
ladder electrode 3 and the substrate 5 and thereby a
generation of a uniform plasma distribution (that is, a
distribution of plasma characteristic, such as a plasma
density, plasma temperature, plasma electric potential,
etc.) of a large area becomes possible. Also, a high
speed film forming and a surface treatment of high
speed etching, etc. of a large area become possible.
Hence, the quality of the products to which the film form-
ing or the surface treatment is applied can be enhanced.
[0033] In the variation example of the connecting por-
tion shown in Fig. 3(a), a connecting portion 31 where
the RF cable core wire 9a connects to the ladder elec-
trode 3 is formed having a smoothly curved continuous
surface 31a. Thereby, a sudden change of the imped-
ance due to a discontinuous change of the power stream
passage is avoided and the reflection of the radio fre-
quency power can be further reduced.
[0034] In the variation example of the connecting por-
tion shown in Fig. 3(b), at a connecting portion 41 where
the RF cable core wire 9a connects to the ladder elec-
trode 3, an end portion of the RF cable outer shell 9b is
elongated to reach the ladder electrode 3 to thereby
form an RF cable outer shell extended portion 9d and
also the insulator portion 9c is likewise elongated.
Thereby, the connecting portion 41 is covered by the in-
sulator portion 9d so as to avoid a sudden change of the
impedance that would be caused by a sudden cut-off of
the earth, if the RF cable outer shell 9b is not elongated,
and the reflection of the radio frequency power can be
further reduced.
[0035] While the present invention has been de-
scribed based on the embodiment, the invention is not
limited thereto but, needless to mention, the concrete

structure of the present invention may be added with
various modifications within the scope of the invention
as defined by the appended claims.
[0036] For example, while the electrode has been de-
scribed based on the example of the ladder electrode 3,
if the electrode is a radio frequency power electrode
constructed in a plate shape, that is, for example, a par-
allel plate type electrode, the present invention can be
likewise applied thereto.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0037]

(1) According to the invention of Claim 1, the radio
frequency power supply structure for use in a device
generating plasma by charging a plate-like elec-
trode with a radio frequency power, the radio fre-
quency power supply structure supplying the elec-
trode with the radio frequency power from an RF
cable, is constructed such the RF cable is posi-
tioned on an extended plane of a plane formed by
the electrode to connect to the electrode at a con-
necting portion provided on an end peripheral por-
tion of the electrode. By the fact that the RF cable
connects to the electrode substantially in the same
plane as the plane formed by the electrode, the volt-
age acting after the connecting portion becomes
symmetric relative to the plane formed by the elec-
trode and the distribution of the electric line of force
also becomes symmetric. Thus, the change of the
impedance at the connecting portion is reduced, the
reflection of the radio frequency power at the con-
necting portion is reduced and the incidence of the
radio frequency power into the electrode increases.
Also, the reflection of the power at the connecting
portion is small and the differences in the reflecting
power due to an error in setting the connection be-
come less. Thereby, even in the case where the
electrode is constructed having plural connecting
portions, the imbalances of the incident power be-
tween each of the plural connecting portions hardly
occur so that a non-uniformity of the power in the
plane formed by the electrode becomes less and a
uniformity of the plasma increases. Hence, the
quality of products to which the film forming and the
surface treatment are applied can be enhanced.
(2) According to the invention of Claim 2, the radio
frequency power supply structure as claimed in
Claim 1 is constructed such that the end peripheral
portion of the electrode where the connecting por-
tion is provided forms a right angle to the RF cable
on the plane formed by the electrode at the connect-
ing portion. By the fact that the end peripheral por-
tion of the electrode at the connecting portion forms
the right angle to the RF cable, in addition to the
effect of the invention of Claim 1, the symmetric na-
ture is increased also relative to the plane orthogo-
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nal to the plane formed by the electrode at the con-
necting portion and including the RF cable. Hence,
the change of the impedance at the connecting por-
tion is further reduced, the reflection of the radio fre-
quency power at the connecting portion is further
reduced and the incidence of the radio frequency
power into the electrode further increases.
(3) According to the invention of Claim 3, the radio
frequency power supply structure as claimed in
Claim 1 or 2 is constructed such that the electrode
forms a longitudinal grid plate shape having two lat-
eral electrodes forming two mutually opposed end
peripheral portions of the electrode and a plurality
of longitudinal electrodes arranged between the two
lateral electrodes so as to connect to the two lateral
electrodes. Thereby, the effect of the invention of
Claim 1 or 2 can be realized by a ladder electrode
that is used as an electrode formed in a plate shape
and in a large size.
(4) According to the invention of Claim 4, the radio
frequency power supply structure as claimed in
Claim 3 is constructed such that the RF cable is di-
rected in parallel with the plurality of longitudinal
electrodes to connect to the electrode at the con-
necting portion. By the fact that the RF cable is con-
nected to the electrode being directed in parallel
with the plural longitudinal electrodes, in addition to
the effect of the invention of Claim 3, the symmetric
nature is increased also relative to the plane orthog-
onal to the plane formed by the ladder electrode at
the connecting portion and including the RF cable.
Hence, the change of the impedance at the con-
necting portion is further reduced, the reflection of
the radio frequency power at the connecting portion
is further reduced and the incidence of the radio fre-
quency power into the ladder electrode further in-
creases.
(5) According to the invention of Claim 5, the radio
frequency power supply structure as claimed in
Claim 4 is constructed such that the RF cable di-
rectly connects to one of the plurality of longitudinal
electrodes at the connecting portion. By the fact that
the connecting portion coincides with the position
of one of the longitudinal electrodes so that the RF
cable directly connects to this longitudinal elec-
trode, in addition to the effect of the invention of
Claim 4, turning of the stream of the radio frequency
power is avoided and the symmetric nature is in-
creased also relative to the plane orthogonal to the
plane formed by the ladder electrode at the con-
necting portion and including the RF cable. Hence,
the change of the impedance at the connecting por-
tion is further reduced, the reflection of the radio fre-
quency power at the connecting portion is further
reduced and the incidence of the radio frequency
power into the ladder electrode further increases.
(6) According to the invention of Claim 6, the radio
frequency power supply structure as claimed in any

one of Claims 1 to 5 is constructed such that a core
cable of the RF cable connects to the electrode so
as to form a smoothly curved continuous surface at
the connecting portion. By the fact that a sudden
change of the impedance due to a discontinuous
change of the power stream passage can be avoid-
ed, in addition to the effect of the invention of any
one of Claims 1 to 5, the reflection of the radio fre-
quency power is further reduced and the incidence
of the radio frequency power into the electrode fur-
ther increases.
(7) According to the invention of Claim 7, the radio
frequency power supply structure as claimed in any
one of Claims 1 to 5 is constructed such that an out-
er shell, functioning as earth, of the RF cable has
its front end elongated to the position of the elec-
trode at the connecting portion to form an elongated
portion that covers the connecting portion. By the
fact that a sudden cut of the earth formed by the
outer shell of the RF cable can be avoided, in addi-
tion to the effect of the invention of any one of
Claims 1 to 5, the reflection of the radio frequency
power is further reduced and the incidence of the
radio frequency power into the electrode further in-
creases.
(8) According to the invention of Claim 8, a plasma
CVD device is constructed to comprise the radio fre-
quency power supply structure as claimed in any
one of Claims 1 to 7. Thereby, the plasma CVD de-
vice can exhibit the effect of any one of Claims 1 to
7. Thus, the ratio of the power inputted into the
space between the electrode and the substrate to
the radio frequency power transmitted from an RF
power source can be increased. Also, a stable radio
frequency power can be supplied into the space be-
tween the electrode and the substrate and a gener-
ation of a uniform plasma distribution in a wide area
becomes possible. Hence, a high speed and large
size film forming and surface treatment of etching
or the like become possible and the quality of prod-
ucts to which the film forming and the surface treat-
ment are applied can be enhanced.

Claims

1. A radio frequency power supply structure for use in
a device generating plasma by charging a plate-like
electrode with a radio frequency power, said radio
frequency power supply structure supplying said
electrode with the radio frequency power from an
RF cable, characterized in that said RF cable is
positioned on an extended plane of a plane formed
by said electrode to connect to said electrode at a
connecting portion provided on an end peripheral
portion of said electrode.

2. A radio frequency power supply structure as
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claimed in Claim 1, characterized in that the end
peripheral portion of said electrode where said con-
necting portion is provided forms a right angle to
said RF cable on said plane formed by said elec-
trode at said connecting portion.

3. A radio frequency power supply structure as
claimed in Claim 1 or 2, characterized in that said
electrode forms a longitudinal grid plate shape hav-
ing two lateral electrodes forming two mutually op-
posed end peripheral portions of said electrode and
a plurality of longitudinal electrodes arranged be-
tween said two lateral electrodes so as to connect
to said two lateral electrodes.

4. A radio frequency power supply structure as
claimed in Claim 3, characterized in that said RF
cable is directed in parallel with said plurality of lon-
gitudinal electrodes to connect to said electrode at
said connecting portion.

5. A radio frequency power supply structure as
claimed in Claim 4, characterized in that said RF
cable directly connects to one of said plurality of lon-
gitudinal electrodes at said connecting portion.

6. A radio frequency power supply structure as
claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 5, characterized
in that a core cable of said RF cable connects to
said electrode so as to form a smoothly curved con-
tinuous surface at said connecting portion.

7. A radio frequency power supply structure as
claimed in any one of Claims 1 to 5, characterized
in that an outer shell, functioning as earth, of said
RF cable has its front end elongated to the position
of said electrode at said connecting portion to form
an elongated portion that covers said connecting
portion.

8. A plasma CVD device comprising a radio frequency
power supply structure as claimed in any one of
Claims 1 to 7.
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